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-Baseball/Softball/TeeBall Idea Swap! – Vol. 6 
Idea Sharing With Like-Minded Coaches 

 
 
From Rich… 

 
Hit a grounder or line drive at an infielder and have fielder make the throw to the 
catcher. Your catcher tosses out a short bunt in front of the plate so that the infielder has 
to keep charging. As soon as the infielder fields the bunt and tosses it to the catcher, 
throw (or hit) a pop fly back out so the infielder has to catch it over his or her shoulder or 
head.  
 
--//-- 
 
From Richard… 

 
During bunting practice my players like when I time them getting the bunt down and 
running to 1st base.The girls really seem to enjoy the  
competition and soon become aware of how important it is to get  
out of the box and to1st quickly. 
  
--//-- 
 
From Rob… 

 
Scrambled Eggs 
  
I got this from Minnesota FastPitch. It is a great drill for sliding !! Have 1/4th the players 
line up behind first base , 1/4th the players line up behind second base, 1/4th the players 
line up behind third base, and 1/4th the players line up at home. You will need to have a 
dozen or so eggs (not hard boiled). Give 2 eggs (one for each hand) to the first player in 
line at home. She has to run to first base and slide, with her hands up so as not to break 
the eggs. The first player in line at first base gets the eggs from the runner and runs to 
second base and slides. This continues until all the players have run and slide. You will 
be amazed how few (if any) eggs are broken. 
 
--//-- 
 
From Gail… 

 
I have adapted a drill that I use during INF drills: C, 1st, 2nd, 3rd and SS are all in their 
positions.  Ball begins with the C who throws down to 2nd with the 2nd basewoman 
covering (game like situation), who then throws to the 3rd base who is moving back to 
make a sweeping tag she then comes up throwing over to 1st, 1st then throws to 2nd with 
the SS coming over to 2nd and the SS is quick to react and makes the throw back to home 
where the C is putting a tag on a sliding runner.  The key to this drill is having everyone 
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move like a "game situation" to cover and place tags in correct positions.  I call this my 
"Kite Drill"  If you were to draw it out it resembles a kite. 
 
--//-- 
 
From Jerrod… 

 
Bounce Drill-My players and I believe in this drill.  We use dimpled machine balls 
because they are easy to bounce.  The purpose of this drill is to make sure the hitter 
is balanced at the plate.  The bouncer is about 30 feet from the hitter behind an L-screen.  
We attempt to bounce the ball towards the middle/away part of the plate.  The hitter is 
instructed to hit the ball middle/away.  Great drill for off-speed pitches.  
 
--//-- 
 
From Jim… 

 
At the end of every practice I give each kid a practice itinerary for the next practice.  I tell 
each kid there will be a quiz at the beginning of the next practice about the itinerary.  
During the practice I will ask different kids what the next drill is and what time we are 
going to begin that drill.  After a few practices I will pick kids randomly to demonstrate 
and run the drill.  This teaches mental involvement, awareness and requires active 
participation in each and every drill.  By mid season even the weaker players can 
demonstrate and run just about all of the drills.  This is a great way to keep the 
"daydreamers" from getting lost.  I hope this helps.   
 
--//-- 
 
From Lanny… 

 
Catchers drills:  On rainy days we use the gym.  Place a catcher about 8-10 feet away 
from a wall.  The coach or another player stands just behind the catcher, out of his vision. 
 With a bucket of balls you start throwing them (underhand) one by one against the wall 
so that the bounce will come directly at the catcher at a reasonable speed.  It is real easy 
to move the throws around to simulate any type of location.  The catcher gets in his 
receiving position with the glove up.  When the coach starts to swing his arm backward, 
he says "ball", simulating about the time that the pitchers stride foot would hit the 
ground.  The catcher then relaxes the mitt and reacts to the pitch working on receiving 
and framing.  You can use tennis balls with no glove, or baseballs with your mitt.  Similar 
drill, you stand about 10 feet in front of the catcher directly facing him.  You have a milk 
crate full of balls, using a backhand flip, you throw the balls at the catcher rapid fire 
moving t 
he ball around to simulate all different locations. 
 
--//-- 
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From Patrick… 

 
Here is a drill for you- 
Corner Relay Drill 
This is for indoor practices.  The coach stands in the middle of the gym facing one 
corner.  The Outfielders are lined up along the side of the gym (the wall) and their 
movement will be toward the same corner the coach is facing.  All infielders are in the 
opposite corner behind the coach.  The drill is simple.  It starts with the coach rolling a 
ball toward the corner.  The outfielder either tries to get in front of the ball to field it or he 
plays it off the wall working on the proper techniques and footwork.  The outfielder then 
comes up throwing to the infielder (cut off man)in the opposite corner.  In this part the 
outfielder should work on hitting the relay man on the glove side and the infielder works 
on receiving the ball, and his body movement.  The ball is then returned to the coach in 
the middle.  This should be a fairly quick drill.  Maybe someone should be catching the 
returned balls to the coach.  This drill can then be modified for the outfielders so they can 
also work on their backhands and their reverse spin after catching the ball.    
 
--//-- 
 

From Kevin… 

 
Here is a drill we have used for several years coaching our daughter.  Basically we call it 
the fence game.  1st you separate the players into 2 teams.  1 team is batting and the other 
team is running.  Have a coach pitch to the girls or you can use a tee for younger players. 
The team batting will have the 1st player up and the other team will have 2 girls holding 
the backstop fence. The coach pitches and as soon as the ball is hit the 2 girls will run the 
ball down and touch it  in the meantime the batter will be running the bases.  The batter 
has too see how far they can get before both players running touch the ball.  Continue this 
for all batters on that team then switch teams once you go through the 1st teams lineup.  
Tally up the runs to see witch team wins.  
  
--//-- 
 
From Steve… 

 
Soft Toss drill to develop timing, weight transfer, hands back and hitting 
off back foot.  Seems like a lot but the drill is simple and will have 
immediate results. 
Assuming grip is correct and stance is solid have hitter pick up lead foot 
and balance on back foot.  Coach will present ball high and drop it low to 
toss.  At the bottom of the toss hitter takes stride keeping weight back and 
head from moving.  Swing away!  Even beginning hitters will get immediate 
feedback. 
 
--//-- 
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From Jay… 

 
 I have a drill that may be of use to you! Teaching kids to get in the right position to pick 
up ground balls in the infield.  
Even older kids have a hard time understanding the term "circle the ball and catch the 
ball out in front and just inside of your glove hand. 
So I take some thin rubber and cut out five or six left and right feet. I place them on the 
ground to show them the direction they should take when circleing the ball. Then I place 
a ball on the ground  in fround and just inside of the forward foot and make them go 
through the drill several times to get them used to getting their butts down and their 
gloves open with both hands down on the ground to scoop up the ball.  This drill has 
produced some great infielders and cut down the errors a bunch. 
 
--//-- 
 
From Brandon… 

 
Soft hands drill~ 
 
Plain and simple.   
Bare-handed, players roll a ball back and forth slowly on a roll and field the ball in front 
of them.  They bring the ball up into their bodies and ready themselves to throw.  (I 
explain that as a receiver catching a ball in a drill, you dont just stop, you turn upfield and 
run)  20-30 reps, 20 -30 backhands, and then throw on a glove and do it again! 
 
 
--//-- 
 
 
From Nasen… 

 
Here is how I break youngsters and oldsters from the bad habit of catching the ball across 
there body with he glove turned the wrong way.  
  
First of all we use no glove and use a tennis ball. I have them hold there glove hand up at 
12:00 and the other hand behind there back. Feet are to remain planted. Explain that the 
hand is like a windshield wiper, it goes side to side but never twist or turn. Then I throw , 
throw, throw, and then throw some more balls to them opposite side the body of the golve 
hand. I dont ask them to catch the ball, just to stop it. Without the glove they are not 
tempted to turn the glove the wrong way in order for the ball to fall in.  It creates to 
proper muscle memory and reaction to the ball. 
 
 
--//-- 
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From Kevin… 

 
This maybe a little thing. But each season we get new girls and returning girls to our 
team, and one of the hardest things is to get the girls to relax and get to know each other. 
Even with 20 games in a season some don’t even know each other by the end of the 
season. So I pair them up with someone they don’t know. That pair will do warm ups 
together, do line throwing together, run laps together, bathroom breaks together, etc. 
Except for drills they have to be with each other the entire practice, and randomly 
throughout practice I ask the girls questions about themselves and their partners to try to 
get them to talk and loosen up with each other. I try to make sure I pair one of my 
returning “outgoing” players with a quiet shy non-outgoing new player to get them more 
involved in the team.  
  
--//-- 
 

From Ron… 

 
First I have been coaching girls fastpitch for awhile, it has been the younger girls just 
starting out from 8 years old to 13 and then I hand it over to the JR,SR high coaches (now 
on my 3rd run through with girls and about to send them off to JR high after this year) 
It is nice to see some of your drills are similiar but with a new twist and i am looking 
forward to using them this year. I have focused the drills I use to the younger kids so 
when they go to JR /SR high they have the skills to succeed if they want. 
 
Not sure if you all take other drills other coaches have used for my 8-9 year old girls to 
teach them to use two hands and to get them in the correct postion. 
if you do here goes, if not then ignore :) . 
 
I use a soccer or volley ball and have  coach toss the ball to the player some at waist or 
below and some from waist up. 
 
The player then has to yell Fingers to the sky, if the ball is over their head or Fingers to 
the ground if it is below their waist and catch the ball using two hands. 
 
This accomplishes a few things: 
1. it gets them to think of where do my hands go depending where the ball is 
2. the ball is bigger then their mitt so they have to use both hands and catch the ball with 
soft hands as well as having the face of the glove facing the incoming ball. 
3. by saying fingers to the sky, fingers to the ground it puts the mitt in the open and 
correct position to catch a ball. 
 
You can alter this once they start to get more comfortable and start using a softball and/or 
baseball. If they go back to using stiff arms and one hand or backhanding ball right at 
them you switch back to biggerball. 
 
Just an idea that i have used and usually after a few weeks the younger players start to 
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understand and they are catching(or at least attempting)  fly balls and grounders with mitt 
in correct position. 
 
--//-- 
 
From Rob… 

 
Bounce Soft Toss:  
A variation on soft-toss. Instead of throwing the ball to the strike zone, 
                        bounce the ball so that it comes up to mid thigh for the hitter. This helps 
my  
                        kids track the ball better. (You can use waffles from in front of the hitter, 
wiffles 
                        from the direction of the pitcher, or baseballs from behind your L-screen.) 
  
Eye-Patch in the Cage:  

Put an eye patch over the left eye during batting cage w/ pitching  
machine. Helps hitters turn their head toward pitcher, eliminating head tilt 
                        and left-eye-only hitting. Strengthens concentration, and focus. 
  
--//-- 
 
From Mike… 

 
This is not really a new drill, but when I teach sliding practice to young kids I use a piece 
of cardboard to soften the blow.  Kids like it too because they learn to hit the piece of 
cardboard in a certain spot(outside or inside the bag and the correct distance before the 
bag.   I also trace out my sons correct body position on the cardboard to show the 
correct type of slide. The cardboard also seems to slide pretty well on the grass and I have 
very few injuries/strawberries.  Not a new drill but it has worked out pretty good so far. 
 
--//-- 
 
From Brandon… 

 
This drill is more mental than anything else. Being that I am a high school baseball 
coach, there are many days when the kids come to practice with anything on their mind 
but practice. Everyday we meet before we start practice, and before we break, we as a 
team, including myself close our eyes and imagine a glass that has dirty water (signifying 
all our distractions of the day) and we don't open our eyes until our glass has clean water 
only. This has helped us as a team have much more intense and focused practice habits. 
 
 
--//-- 
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From Robyn… 

 
I have a drill that my 10 year old girls love to do.  It's the first thing that they ask to do 
when practice starts; although, I use it as a reward at the end of practice.  It's a grounder's 
game that they LOVE. 
You may have already heard about it but this is what I do: 
 
-Split the team in half 
-Use bats as the boundaries on each end (4 total - 2 each side) 
-Space the bats about 20-30' apart and the girls line up between the 
bats facing the other team so it's 6 against 6 
-Hard grounders are then exchanged between teams 
-If the ball gets thru, that player is out 
-This continues until one team (or both) is down to 1 player - then if 
the team with one player stops the thrown grounder from going thru, she 
can pull in another teammate...bumping the advantage of that team up to 
2 players 
-The first team to lose all the players, loses 
-The teammates can back each other up as long as they don't go behind 
the imaginary line between the bats - so the player can charge the ball and the team can 
back her up 
 
The winning team gets to choose what the losing team does - laps or base sprints.  They 
LOVE making this decision. 
 
This is a BIG hit with my girls and they have improved greatly since I started using it 3 
weeks ago. 
 
Another drill is "Around the Field".  You may have already heard of this one too but.... 
 
-Split into 2 teams...1 team is runners, the other is fielding 
-Catcher starts the cycle by throwing to 2nd (continues around the 
field-NO pitcher), as the runner is running the bases 
-The object is to get the ball back home before the runner - NOT to get 
the runner out 
 
What is teaches the fielders: 
1.  know what to do with the ball when they get it - know where to go with it 
2.  throwing accuracy-the team is depending on you to make a good throw (and catch) 
3.  move FAST 
 
What it teaches the runners: 
1.  speed 
2.  focus on the objective and teamwork to depend on your team (in this case, the 
runners) to tell you where the ball is 
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--//-- 
 
From Kristina… 

 
I coach softball for 11-12 yr old girls. An early season drill to help learn  position and 
location of your throw and each others names. 
  
Relay Throw: 
I have the girls call out the names of the player they are throwing to, to help assist getting 
to know their team mates. 
  
Have the players line up in a line stretching across the outfield. Have the first player 
throw the ball to the glove side of the second player in the line. Do the same for the rest 
of the players. This teaches the girls correct throwing locations and quick turn-release of 
the throw. 
 
--//-- 
 
 

From Rob… 

 
Here in East Boynton Beach Little League I use cooking mitts. I have my 
(then T-Ballers) and (now Coach pitch) kids field ground balls with the 
mitts. It gets them to watch the ball roll into the mitts, use soft 
hands, and make a throw. 
 
--//-- 
 
From Dave… 

 
A good buddy of mine works in the majors and saw an interesting drill. 
  
Take outfielders and line them up. Have a couple of footballs handy. Have the outfield 
tuck the football under their throwing arm like they were a running back, and have them 
practice tracking down balls over their heads.  
  
The football helps players keep everything "tucked in" so they aren't flailing all around as 
they head back toward the wall to make the catch. 
 
--//-- 
 
From Jason… 

 
Drill #1 "Think Ahead" 
We use this as a conditioning drill, but it also makes you think ahead 
of where the ball is coming from and what am I suppose to do with it 
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when I get it, like you want your players to do in a game. 
 
Divide the players up into 4 corners.  Start with 2 balls in opposite 
corners. 
Rule of thumb is: "if you catch it in the air you roll it on the ground, 
if you catch it on the ground you throw it in the air. 
 
First two guys roll the ball across the gym and follow their ball 
(sprint).  YOU ALWAYS FOLLOW YOUR THROW. 
Next 2 guys in line will field the ball and throw in the air to the left 
and follow thier throw. 
Next 2 guys catch the ball in the air and roll it on the ground across 
the gym and follow thier throw. 
 
This is repeated until you can get 15-20 throws with out a mistake. 
 
--//-- 
 
 
From David… 

 
Here is a outfielder drill we call "Quarterback". Our players love this drill as it challenges 
them to make a difficult catch!  
  
Drill Purpose: Teaching outfielder to spot and react to fly ball (6 reps each fielder) 
Equipment needed: Baseball, glove 
  
Have outfielder lineup on foul line facing away from coach 
Outfielder will sprint out about 15 yards 
Coach will throw baseball over right or left shoulders about 10 yards in front of 
the fielder 
Once ball is in the air, coach will call "UP", left or right 
 
--//-- 
 
From Mark… 

 
Here's a great drill that combines fielding fly balls from left field, hitting the relay, base 
running, tagging up and tagging out a runner at home. 
  
You'll need a left fielder, third baseman, catcher a runner.  The runner starts out on third 
base.   
  
A coach hits a fly ball to left field, the runner has to tag up and try to beat the throw to the 
plate.  The left fielder has to catch the ball and hit the relay for a throw home to tag the 
runner. 
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It teaches the runner to tag up on fly balls and go when the coach says GO.  It teaches the 
outfielder to set up his catch for a good throw to the relay.  It teaches the relay man how 
far out he should go  and to turn glove side to make the throw home and lastly, it teaches 
the catcher how to setup at the plate for a tag. 
  
Hope this one helps one of the coaches out there.  It's done wonders for out team getting 
the ball in quickly from all outfield positions. 
 
--//-- 
 
From Steve… 

 
Throw them out drill:  
 
Center fielder, first baseman, catcher and third baseman. All other players line-up behind 
each position to rotate. Fly ball is hit to the center fielder who is to throw the ball home. 
The first baseman assumes the cut-off position and the catcher has to be vocal on lining 
him up and if they want the ball to be cut-off. The throw is either cut-off and thrown 
home or to third or the throw goes through to the catcher. The catcher than throws to the 
third baseman.  
 
Once the center fielder catches the ball, he rotates to the first baseman line. First baseman 
goes to catcher, catcher moves to third base, third base moves to center field. This is a 
good drill on teaching the fundamentals of catching fly balls, lining up the cut-off and 
having accurate throws. By rotating positions, each player gets to understand the role of 
that position and keeps them moving. 
 
--//-- 
 
From Stephanie… 

 
Playing 'hot potato' with your outfielders....teaches them to think fast and get the ball, but 
to get rid of it quickly. 
  
--//-- 
 
From Andy… 

 
Opposite field game:  Divide your team into two equal teams.  Have one of the coaches 
throw from a short distance behind an L screen.  Tell the players they must try to hit 
opposite field.  Play a regular game with the fielders in position.  The only catch is that 
balls that go to the left of second base are outs.  This is a great tool to practice your hit 
and run situations without actually telling the team what you are working on.  Plus they 
will love the competition. 
--//- 
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From Jason… 

 
We use a combination of these activities/skills to warm up our position players each day. 
We benefit by not only warming up but by practicing specific skills. It is also our hope 
that this will help our kids to focus more than if they are just playing partner catch. 
Players are matched up with other players from like positions and then complete a series 
of these skills.  
  
Catchers 
            1. One knee arm path 
            2. One knee rake and freeze 
            3. One knee rake and throw 
            4. Standing “T” drill 
            5. Side Transfer 
·         Standing 
·         Crouch 
·         Squat 
6. Force Plays 
7. Tag Plays 
8. Long Toss 
9. Quick Toss 
10. Four Corner (footwork and throwing to bases) 
  
Middle Infielders 
            1. Underhand Flips (four corner) 
·         2B counter clockwise 
·         SS clockwise 
2. Turn and Throw (four corner) 
·         2B counter clockwise 
·         SS clockwise 
3. Jump Pivot (2B four corner) 
·         Counter Clockwise rotation 
4. Stand and Throw (SS four corner) 
·         Clockwise rotation 
5. Back Door (2B four corner) 
·         Counter clockwise 
6. Back Hand (SS four corner) 
·         Clockwise 
7. Pivots (four corner) 
8. Long Relays 
9. Short Relays 
10. Step through and follow 
11. Step through, shuffle and follow 
12. Step through, shuffle, shuffle and follow 
13. Short hops 
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·         Long throws 
14. Long Toss 
15. Quick Toss 
Corner Infielders 
1. Under hand flips (1B, four corner) 
2. Tag Plays (four corner) 
3. Starting the DP (four corner) 
4. Short Relays 
5. Slow Rollers (3B, ball in glove work on footwork) 
6. Back Hand footwork (partner, ball in glove work on footwork) 
7. Glove Hand footwork (partner, ball in glove work on footwork) 
8. Step through and follow 
9. Step through, shuffle, and follow 
10. Step through, shuffle, shuffle, and follow 
11. Short Hops 
·         Long throws 
12. Long Toss 
13. Quick Toss 
  
Outfield             
·         Work on  backspin, arm action, and grip 
            1. Wrist Action 
·         Color half of ball 
·         10 yards apart 
·         One knee 
·         Throwing elbow up 
·         Glove hand holds throwing elbow 
·         Look for backspin (12 to 6) 
            2. One Knee Arm Action 
·         Down, back, up, and over the top 
·         Fingers on top of the ball 
            3. Straddle 
·         Shoulder pointing at target 
·         Rhythm 
·         20 yards apart 
·         Part 1: throwing arm, arm sway 
·         Part 2: hands together, separate down back and up 
            4. Hop Hop 
·         25-35 yards apart 
·         Hands together 
·         Lift glove side leg up (kind of like a pitcher) 
·         Crow hop twice and throw 
·         Helps rhythm and momentum 
·         Keeps weight on backside 
5. Long Toss 
--//-- 
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From John… 

 
My coaching tip is to teach the kids how to slide.I like to set up a slip and slide and have 
the kids learn the tecnique by actually running and sliding on the slip and slide as if they 
were sliding into a base. This is a great drill when its very hot out and is a lot of fun and 
also shows them how to slide. 
 
--//-- 
 
From Samantha… 

 
My coaching idea. 
Mostly I work one on one with kids and one of the things I like best about coaching 
softball is the way it relates to the real world. Before every off season I ask the girls I 
work with to write down goals for themselves. For each goal they need to write a plan of 
attack for accomplishing the goal, including a time line. Even the youngest girls I have 
enjoy doing it. Goals can include mechanical changes, pitch development, consistency 
etc. What it helps me do is gage where each girl wants to be and it allows me to adjust the 
lessons for success. As a teacher I also think it is important for kids to know why they are 
doing things, instead of just doing them, discussing and writing about them help with 
that. Writing and talking about mechanics, concepts etc helps them learn faster, and retain 
information longer. As well as offering them opportunities to practice writing out goals, 
adjusting them when necessary and finding ways to accomplish them, which are all 
things the kids will have to do as adults. 
 
--//-- 
 

From Del… 

 
Getting their push around the bases. 
Split up the girls and put 1/2 on 2nd base and 1/2 at home - One team against 
the other. Everyone takes 1 trip around as fast as they can and when returning 
to their starting place the next one goes. 1st team done wins. Each person 
must be very close to each bag. 
 
--//-- 
 
From Mark… 

 
Coaching Tip: 
I coach 7/8 year old boys baseball.  It is a coach pitch league and one problem that we 
have with the boys is: 
 
Orange Juice Batting Drill 
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1.  The boys hit hard off the tee and with hitting stick but when soft tossed or pitched to, 
they only take a half strength swing. 
2.  The problem is that they are so worried about hitting the ball that their strength and 
speed are not incorporated into the swing. 
3.  I like to have the boys hit fruit. 
ex.  I will pitch oranges at them instead of baseballs.  It is very surprising how hard they 
will swing to destroy an orange.  I also toss large grapes at them to help improve their 
hand/eye coordination. 
4.  Clean up is a bit of a mess but they learned how hard we want them to swing. 
 
--//-- 
 
From Ray… 

 
here is one...I don't know if you have it. We've had players 
scared to throw with other players because they don't know their throwing 
style/speed. This drill prevents the same players pairing up during warm 
up throws. This also helps each player learn the throwing style of their 
other teammates and in turn develops trust between players. 
 
Rotate throwing partners: 
Have your best throwers/catchers in one line...say there are 6 players on 
the grass. The other 6 will be one the foul line with the fence about 5 
feet behind them. {The ones closest to the fence are the throwers who 
aren't the best catchers-the fence is behind them to prevent them from 
having to run to get the ball if they miss the catch} Once you have your 
best throwers/catchers paired up with the not so good throwers/catchers 
you have them throw for about 1 minute then say "rotate". The players on 
the foul line will rotate with the other players on the foul line. The 
good throwers/catchers on the grass DO NOT rotate. Have them throw another 
minute and then rotate again. You will rotate the foul line kids until 
every player on the foul line has a chance to throw with every player that 
is in the other line. 
 
--//-- 
 
From Corey… 

 
I have one for softball that works on the girls’ throwing motion, accuracy, and form: 
The Black Tape Drill (with a partner) 
Take a piece of electric tape and tape one strip all the way around the softball. 
Have the girls kneel on the knee of their throwing arm, facing their target. 
When they start the drill, they put their thumb and middle finger along the tape. 
The ball faces away from the target, while the glove points to the target.(like showing 
their wing span) 
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They throw from one knee, concentrating on trying to have the tape spin straight. If they 
throw it correctly, they should see the strip of tape the entire way to their target….not a 
black blurr. 
 
--//-- 
 
From Jose… 

 
One of the drills I work with my softball team is a basic drill that 
involves 2 players. I have the palyers face eachother, I then have them 
stand about eight feet apart. One player will turn and face away the other 
player will hold the softball and toss it high in the air. Once the ball is 
in the air,the player that tossed the ball tells the other palyer to turn 
around. The player turns around and begins to look in the air for the ball. 
This drill has improved my players with hand eye coordination and catching 
the ball. We call this toss-up. 
 
--//-- 
 

From John… 

 
YOU PROBABLY HAVE USED THIS BUT I FIND IT EFFECTIVE FOR WORKING 
ON TEAM FLY BALL AND POP UPS........I USE TENNIS BALLS AND A TENNIS 
RACKETT SO I PLACE THE BALL IN BETWEEN ZONES ......WE WORK ON 
COMMUNICATION AS A TEAM.....IT IS ALSON GOOD FOR POP UPS FOR 
CATCHERS...IT ENABLES ME TO PLACE POP UPS BETWEEN HOME PLATE 
AND THE SCREEN.....WHEN IT IS WINDY IT REALLY MAKES FIELDERS 
CONCENTRATE ON FOLLOWING THE BALL ALL THE WAY TO THE 
GLOVE....... 
 
--//-- 
 
From Diana… 

 
I coach 8 and 9 year old girls.  Yes, they still try to play in the dirt!!!  One way I practice 
eye-hand coordination is by having them stand in a circle (arms length apart) and toss the 
ball to each other - going around the circle.  I have them step back one step each time 
around.  The girls love it and it really works on their coordination. 
  
 
--//-- 
 
From Randy… 

 
 GREAT DRILL - WE CALL IT THE TENNIS BALL DRILL 
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HITTER STANDS IN THE BATTERS BOX 
PARTNER STANDS ON OUTSIDE CORNER W/ A TENNIS BALL IN HAND 
HE WILL BOUNCE BALL JUST IN FRONT OF THE PLATE 
AT BOUNCE , HITTER WILL LOAD-STRIDE 
AT BOUNCE, PATNER WILL YELL FASTBALL OR CURVEBALL 
YOU HIT FASTBALL ON THE WAY UP 
YOU HIT CURVE BALL ON THE WAY DOWN 
GREAT DRILL TO KEEP HANDS AND WEIGHT BACK 
* OUR FAVORITE DRILL AT NORTH SIDE HIGH SCHOOL 
AND FORT WAYNE STARS BASEBALL ACADEMY 
  
--//-- 
 
From Mark… 
 
when warming up for games when we travel we carry a bag of dry peas with us because 
so many of these small schools we play don't have batting cages we use the small peas to 
throw to the boys to warm up hitting and its also a good drill to work on keeping your 
eyes on the ball 
  
--//-- 
 
 
From Larry… 

 
Toward the end of practice we like to do a drill called 21 outs. 
  
We split the team into two teams and play a mock game going through all of the 
situations that may or will come up during a game. I have learned over the years the more 
game situation things you can practice the fewer surprises will come up during the real 
thing. 
  
Split the team up. To keep things moving play 3 outs and clear the bases. The same team 
will stay up to bat until all 21 outs have been made. At that time switch. Encourage your 
players to stretch the limits. Take chances they may not take in a live game. This way 
they will know what there limits truly are. Good Luck. 
  
--//-- 
 
From Mark… 

 
Popcorn Bunt Drill 
One of the hardest things for young players is to learn to "watch" the ball hit the bat 
rather than swinging or moving the bat to the ball.  We like to start youngsters out with a 
soft toss involving popcorn seeds.  Talk about concentration, it takes considerable effort 
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to watch that kernal in mid-air and follow it to the bat.  After a few dozen kernals, the 
softballs become huge targets that are much easier to follow to the bat. 
 
--//-- 
 
From Tina… 

 
Here's one I use for the younger set to get the idea of keeping their weight back when 
hitting.  I alternate having the hitter raise the front foot off the ground after their 
stride/step, before I soft toss them a pitch. They then rotate their hips forward, put the 
front foot down, hands to ball, and follow through. 
 
--//-- 
 
From Lou… 

 
SPLIT YOUR TEAM IN HALF,PUT  HALF YOUR TEAM AT SHORT STOP, AND 
HALF YOUR TEAM AT SECOND BASE. PLACE YOUR BALL BUCKET ON 
SECOND BASE EMPTY,HAVE TWO COACHES STAND, ONE IN BETWEEN 
FIRST AND HOME IN FOUL TERRORITY,THE OTHER IN BETWEEN THIRD 
AND HOME IN FOUL TERRORITY.SAY YOU HAVE 12 PLAYERS EACH COACH 
HAS 6 BALLS EACH.COACH  IN BETWEEN FIRST&HOME HITS TO SHORT 
STOP,COACH IN BETWEEN 3RD&HOME HITS TO SECOND BASE AT THE 
SAME TIME EACH PLAYER FIELDS THE BALL RUNS IT TO THE BUCKET AND 
PUTS IT IN,COACH CANNOT HIT ANOTHER BALL UNTIL THE FIELDER PUTS 
THE BALL IN THE BUCKET,FIRST TEAM TO FIELD AND PUT ALL THERE 
BALLS IN THE BUCKET WINS. 
     YOU CAN ALSO TAKE THE BUCKET AWAY,AND DO DOUBLE PLAYS LIKE 
THIS. 
 
--//-- 
 
From Jim… 

 
Yesterday at practice I used a tennis racket and tennis balls to work on fly balls to the 
outfielders and pop ups for infielders...This is a great drill because you can get a lot more 
work done in a shorter period of time...It absolutely forces the girls to use two hands 
because the tennis bll will usually bounce out if not caught with two hands... 
  
The girls loved it and thought it was worth while. 
 
 
--//-- 
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From Mark… 

 
This is my favorite for the "Blind Spot" hitters. The hitter that hits only in front of the 
plate instead of waiting for the pitch to come into their swing, they go after it. 
Pirate Drill 
Pirate patch covering the front eye (left for righties or right for lefties) and then just go 
through normal batting practice. This increases the hitters depth perception along with 
ensuring keeping the eye on the ball as it comes into their swing. Results are less 
'Stinging Hands", more powerful hits and builds confidence. 
 
--//-- 
 
From Jeffrey… 

 
One of the biggest challenges I have faced, especially with younger players is the ability 
to effectively move the ball around the infield.  I have used this consistently through the 
years, it provides for practice moving the ball but also a little competition which the girls 
love. 
  
Place a player at each infield position and a runner at home.  Start with the ball at the 
pitcher and have her throw to 1st base at the same time the runner starts running the 
bases.  The players try and get the ball around the infield before the runner gets home.  I 
started this with 8-9 year olds and been using it through the years.  As they get better you 
can have the ball from pitcher to 1st, back to pitcher then to 2nd and so on.   Depending 
on the level of the team you can move the ball through the infield as needed to make the 
race competitive. 
  
--//-- 
 
From Ray… 

 
Everybody moves: 
One of the drills that I use for my catcher and corner fields start with a batter on 1st base 
less than 2 outs.  Bunt situation ball is fielded by either corner, Catcher when sees that the 
baseman are going to field the ball runs to 3rd base.  3rd or 1st fields ball,  throws to 1st 
for the out, 2nd baseman who is covering 1st throws to 3rd where the catcher is ready for 
a tag play on the runner whose was on 1st sliding into 3rd.  3rd baseman cover home in 
case of an overthrow and the 1st baseman is backup.  Right fielder backs up 1st, left 
fielder backs up 3rd and center fielder backs up Short stop at 2nd.  
 
--//-- 
 
From Russ… 

 
I coach 9 and 10 yr old girls softball. 
I was trying to think of a drill that would help the girls catch "fly balls". 
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They are really scared of a high fly ball at this age. 
I lined them up at the 3rd bass foul line and on "go" the next girl in line runs and 
I throw the ball out in front of them as if a football quarterback throws to a wide receiver. 
This allows the girl to "run under it" instead of it coming "straight at them". 
This is much less intimidating for them. They go to IT instead of it coming AT THEM. 
Once they run across left to right I do the same thing right to left, increasing the distance 
and height of the ball on each pass. The distance increases and their confidence grows. 
Pretty soon their catching them high and deep. 
I watch other coaches hit to them deep in the outfield and the girls are scared to death. 
I think this helps. I hope this helps others. 
 
--//-- 
 
From Glenn… 

 
Tiger's coaching tip.  
To help my team prepare for defensive drills, I have purchased 9 leather pancake mitts. 
Everyone uses these mitts. We take regular infield at all practices for the 1st 15 min. with 
these pancake mitts. Then we switch to gloves for another 15 min.. This has mandated 
proper fielding and catching techniques and the use of two hands for all fielding. This has 
improved our fielding and catching of flyballs in the infield and the outfield and has 
markedly decreased the number of fielding errors. I love this drill and now my girls love 
it because they very rarely make a fielding error. 
 
--//-- 
 
From Ricky… 

 
I have spent the last 5 years coaching the younger kids within the community I live.  
From an offensive stand point we have scene a remarkable difference in hitting when we 
have spent time working with the quick swing.  But we had to fix hand position on the 
bat and fix a few stances along the way.  The kids clearly saw the importance of having 
quicker hands. 
 
--//-- 
 
From David… 

 
One drill, conditioning our girls like is a game we call two person touch. 
  
Half the team at home plate, other half split on 1st and 3rd. 
  
Soft toss to a team member at home, she runs bases until both of the team members (1 on 
first and 1 on 3rd) run and touch the ball she hit, her team getting 1 point for each base 
she can touch prior to the two players reaching and touching the hit ball.  After they touch 
the ball the players switch from 1st to 3rd, each player hits once and each player will run 
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for the ball twice.  Then switch the half teams and have the others hit.  (Variation:  let the 
players who are running after the ball pick it up and throw it to the other player running)  
Players have fun competing, but get a good run too. 
 
--//-- 
 
From Dave… 

 
Our girls have so much fun with this! 
We place a 5 gallon bucket in front of home plate.  We line up half the girls at second 
base and the other half at shortstop.  We hit ground balls to them and watch as they field 
the ball and throw at the bucket.  They receive 2 points for a direct hit and 1 for a bounce 
hit.  The girls realize early on that they have a much better chance when they charge the 
ball!!! 
 
--//-- 
 
From Danny… 

 
Practice on cut off man....two infielders, shortstop and second baseman,regular 
outfielders...hit grounders and flyballs to outfielders and have them come up with ball 
looking for nothing but the cut off man. 
 
--//-- 
 
From Linda… 

 
I've stolen this trick from my college coach.  In the past, to get the softball girls to watch 
the ball, we have taken old machine balls, colored the dots a certain color and as the ball 
was coming to them, they were to call out the color.  Nail polish works great esp. if the 
balls are yellow or old and dirty. 
 
--//-- 
 
From Gary… 

 
One of the biggest problem that I've had with my 9-10 year old baseball team is keeping 
their attention during practice and in the games. Three of my best solutions for this 
problem is the utilization of positive and negative reinforcements. First, if a player makes 
an avoidable error during practice then I have the entire team run a lap on the field and I 
explain to them that we are a team, if one player does not have his head in the game, the 
whole team suffers. Second, at the end of practice I award a "Team Captain" hat to the 
one player who puts fourth the most effort during practice. This "Team Captain" hat is 
then worn by that player in the next game. At the end of the game, the hat is returned to 
me and the competition for the hat starts over again. Third, at the end of each game I 
award a game ball that is signed by all of the coaches. This game ball is awarded to the 
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player that made the best plays or the player that showed the most team spirit. All of my 
players really love the "Team Captain" hat and the game ball. I hope that these ideas help. 
 
--//-- 
 
 
From Melissa… 

 
I have the girls get into a circle and tell them to get on the balls of their feet while 
squating down as if  you were down and ready to field. Then I have them moving to 
either the left or the right while throwing ground balls to anyone at random. I feel that it 
works on conditioning, communication, softhands, and fielding grounders.   
 
--//-- 
 
From Gary… 

 
One thing I have learned is that when we are hitting off the machine I use three home 
plates lined up. One for an inside pitch, one for an outside pitch and one for a pitch right 
down the middle.  This way you see three different pitches, with three different 
speeds(faster pitch at the plate closest to the machine)at three different heights without 
moving the machine and changing speeds. 
 
--//-- 
 
 
From Mario… 

 
Here is a drill I use that my team loves. 
You need 3 (5) gallon buckets, a back stop, 2 coaches and 1 baseball per player. 
You split the team into 2 teams. 1 player playing second base and 1 playing right field.  
The balance of the team is standing next to the coach. The coach throw's the ball behind 
the right fielder and yells cut-off. The second baseman runs out to be the cut-off man. 
The right fielder hits the cut-off man who in turn makes a throw to home plate. Sitting on 
home plate are the 3 buckets that must be hit directly or with 1 hop. After the cut-off man 
makes the throw the outfielder becomes the 2nd baseman and a new player runs out to 
play right-field. The original second baseman goes to the back of the line and the drill 
starts again. 
 
Now the fun part. You do the exact same thing with short-stop and left field and make it a 
competition between the 2 teams. Most hits or 1st to hit wins the competition. We use the 
1st to hit the buckets as the winner since my boys are 7-10 years old. 
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--//-- 
 
From Kevin… 

 
We do a scrimmage situation where the starters stay on defense until all the other players 
have batted trough twice. We keep score by giving the defense a point every time they 
record three outs without the other players scoring. If the batting team scores they get the 
point and the defense loses a point. After the rest of the players have batted twice, they all 
go to the field and play (no matter how many). We keep score the same way while the 
starters bat. This allows the starters to have it rough and to prove why we have picked 
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them as the starters. If the starters lose they know that they had it tougher than most 
games situations. It can get really competitive at times. 
 
--//-- 
 
From Matt… 

 
Here is a drill that I do with my team that has increased the percentage of making contact 
with the baseball.  I know you have probably heard of this, but it has really worked 
wonders for my team.   
  
Take the normal soft toss with wiffle balls, but instead of using a baseball bat, use a 
broomstick or something even smaller that is as sturdy.  This allows the hitter to focus on 
the ball and hit the middle of the ball.  Then I take the same stick and ball and soft toss 
two balls and make them hit the one that I call out.  This allows them to concentrate on 
the task at hand.  Focus on the ball. 
  
I have even done this with my son that is in T-Ball.  He hits the ball farther than he ever 
has. 
--//-- 
 
From Ben… 

 
I coach a team of 12 8 yr old boys. 
  
Intersquad scrimmage.  Let's a lot kids learn a lot of positions. 
3 kids per team.  Bat for 3 outs and switch out.  Live baseball gives the kids BP, Defense 
practice, baserunning, and the much needed game experience.  We just don't use a catcher 
but the other 9 positions or filled.  Kids love it! 
  
The team that scores the most runs always gets rewarded @ the end of practice. 
  
We call the game "HADAWAY" 
 
--//-- 
 
From Gregorio… 

 
T-Ball 

 
This drill is for indoor. 
Two Wall Fielding Drill: 

1. Set up- you will need two walls with boxes, which serve as throwing targets; a 
drop down base.  
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2. One player starts as the fielder and the second player will be about 10-15 feet 
away and facing each other.  

3. The second fielder has the ball and will throw it to the first fielder, who should be 
practicing good habits by giving a chest high catching target("Thumb to 

Thumb").  
4. The fielder will catch the ball and throw it toward the box target. The ball will 

rebound off the wall and come directly to the fielder who will now field the 
grounder.  The key is to use good throwing and fielding fundamentals.  

5. After fielding grounder, the fielder will now turn and using good footwork, he/she 
will run towards second wall target and give an accurate underhand toss. The 
fielder should display follow through with the "shake the hand" feed. After 
underhand toss, the fielder should turn and run to cover the base by straddling and 
being in front of the base. At the same time the second fielder will run from the 
drill line and field the underhand toss, which is rebounding off the wall and throw 
it to the next man in the drill line. Good fielding fundamentals are evident by 
giving a good throwing and fielding targets and displaying smooth footwork. 
Also, the tag should be straight down to the base and then fielder should pull up 
real quick to show the umpire. Do not let them use that fancy "sweep" tagging 
motion, which takes time and may confuse poorer ability umpires. 

        This drill is very affective and will keep the line moving and also will     
have the kids working on the following: footwork, accuracy on their throws and covering 
the base the right way.  
 
--//-- 
 
From Derek… 

 
T-Ball  

 
I took your bounce to the bucket and added a little twist to create 
excitement. Players line up. I put bucket at 1st base about 20--25 feet 
from players(5-6yrs old). I put a line in the dirt. When it was there 
time, they went to the line, got in the ready position and I threw a 
ground ball to them. They had to stop the ball and throw and try to hit 
the bucket. If they hit the bucket with a throw, they would get a 
dollar. I placed 2 one dollar bills in the dirt and put a ball on them 
to hold them down. This way the players could see the prize. The first 2 
players to hit the bucket would win. It turned into a great competition. 
 Each player had about 3-4 tries at the bucket before both dollars were 
gone. They had a blast trying to win the prize. Best of all they really 
worked on the accuracy of the throw when there was a prize involved. It 
worked so well, I will do it again in the next few practices. They were 
really excited. 
--//-- 
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From Colby… 

 
T-Ball 

 
I HAVE NOT DONE IT YET, BUT MY IDEA IS TO PLACE A FRESH EGG UNDER 
THE FRONT FOOT AND TELL PLAYERS NOT TO BREAK EGG DURING THEIR 
SWING. 
 
--//-- 
 

From Scott… 

 
T-Ball 

 
I sort of came across this one by accident.  While pitching to my TWIN T-Ballers in our 
backyard, one of the boys was having more trouble than the other trying to hit our 
baseball sized whiffle balls.  While gathering up all the balls that one had hit around our 
yard, I grabbed an old nerf soccer ball (that is slightly bigger than a softball) in the corner 
of the yard.  I started pitching this to my boys and both of them were making consistant 
contact.  After a handful of tosses, I switched back to the whiffle balls and my son that 
was having trouble hitting the whiffle balls before, was basically 100% better.  His hand 
eye coordination was much improved. 
  
   I've since gone to Target and spent $15 bucks on 5 of these small nerf soccer balls and 
have used them at our t-ball practices as we're transitioning to "coach pitch" for the 2nd 
half of the season.  All 13 of my kids are making consistant contact on the 1st or 2nd 
pitch during our games. 
  
   I haven't even put the tee together for the last 2 games. 
 
 
--//-- 
 
 
From Craig… 

 
T-Ball 

 
Good idea and I'll give you a two for one. Two ideas in one email. It is worth it to know 
this is my third season of coaching T-ball, 4-5-6 year olds with a wide variety of skill and 
desire to play again next year on a higher level team. 
 
First, the game and the players/families are about management of the team, the long term 
goal and the end of the season. To that end, I have developed and have been using the 
attached spreadsheet to help guide me thru the season. It covers pretty much every aspect 
of the game I have to manage. 
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I send it to the parents once or twice a week to keep them informed and on track also. To 
date, we have had no players miss a game or practice or a parent miss their dug out duty. 
This spreadsheet makes coaching easier because I complete it the day before and make 
several copies of the game matrix. I give the game matrix to the Assistant coaches and 
Team Mom and game day is a breeze. 
 
Second, this is more a technique then a drill; we don't bat with the kids or do much in the 
way of batting until the second to last practice and during the season. All practices prior 
to the season focus on building the team. That is, knowing each others name, who do I 
throw to, (i.e. outfield to infield and around the horn to develop double plays), and 
signs/signals. 
Your relay throws are the back bone to "who do I throw to". Line the kids up as if they 
are in the field and tell Chris to throw to Mike who throws to Jordan. That is the way we 
teach them to get the ball back in play. It also eliminates three or four kids pouncing on 
the ball and losing valuable play time. 
Signals are simple; the standard stop and go. We added; create a circle with your hand as 
you get the players attention means "throw it to the circle". Two fingers pointing your 
eyes and then followed by pointing means look at that. Could be a kid off base or their 
location in the field. 
Simply holding up 1, 2, or 3 fingers means that's where the play is to for the player you 
are looking at. 
Simple, but effective and gets the kids used to seeing signals as we feed our team up the 
ladder to higher levels of baseball. 
 
--//-- 
 

From Robert… 

 
T-Ball 

 
QA End of Practice Session - We go over various concepts, positions, where to be, how 
to do this or that.  Ex. What animal do we imitate when catching the ball? Ans. Alligator. 
   Ex. What letter does our arm look like when we throw the ball? Ans. L 
Then they get a prize, usually a small wrapped piece of candy. 
 
--//-- 
 
From Shone… 

 

T-Ball  

 
To get our t-ballers fielding ground balls, I start them off with no glove.  I have them 
“tickle the grass” with their fingertips so they get the notion that their hands need to be 
low in order to scoop up the ball.  Once they get “tickle the grass,” I can toss them some 
tennis balls.  They generally get the idea fast, especially when you have a name or phrase 
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that’s unique.  Then, it’s gloves on, and they move on to fielding balls on even terrain 
(concrete or dirt infield).   
  
--//-- 
 
From Maribel… 

 

This is a fun practice game to break from routine...I call it Turbo Ball 
Divide your team into two teams, you will need a softball, a field, a bucket and about five 
cones.  The only set up will be to put the bucket on top of home plate and the cones to 
mark your boundary line(gray area for a bunt).  The purpose is to make a shot into the 
bucket without stepping into the gray area.  The team with the most buckets wins...The 
fun part and the workout is this...the coach throws or hits the ball anywhere fair on the 
field and the players have to retrieve it, throw and catch to their teammates to eventually 
get as close to the boundary line to take a shot.  I give them a two step rule so they get rid 
of the ball.  If the team drops the pass/throw or makes a bad throw, its a turnover. This 
game becomes competitive, good cardio, and works on throws/catch.  Try it! 
 
--//-- 
 
From Mark… 

 
T-Ball 

 
Here’s one for you: Hit the Bucket (4 yr old t-ball drill). Line the kids up at 2nd base 
position. Stack 2 buckets up on first base, the bottom bucket – bottom side up (like you 
could sit on it) and the second bucket stacked on top (bottom side down). Draw a target 
on the top bucket (roughly the same height as a 4 yr old first baseman’s glove position). 
Hit balls from home plate off the tee to the kid’s at second base and instruct them to 
throw the ball at the top bucket. We found this a fun way to get the kid’s to practice 
accuracy with a fun reward – knocking the bucket(s) over. 
  
--//-- 
 

From Audra… 

 
A great way I have found to teach tee ballers to run up on and get in front of the ball 
when fielding grounders is to draw a line in the dirt and have the player stand a few feet 
back from it. Once the ball is hit or rolled to them, their task is to run up and stop the ball 
before it reaches the line. After a few tries I move the line closer to me so they must 
progressively move further forward to stop the ball before it reaches the line.  
  
--//-- 
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From TJ… 

 

T-Ball 

 

Thunder Stick Drill 
  
Materials Needed: 
Plastic practice golf balls 
Easton Thunder Stick (Training device for improving hand-eye coordination, about the 
same thickness of a broom stick, except it's aluminum) 
  
You can do soft toss or pitch the practice golf balls.  GREAT hand-eye 
coordination tool!!! 
  
--//-- 
 
From Joe… 

T-Ball 

I made a "target" for each of the kids and hung it up on the fence surrounding the field. I 
then use the "point,step,throw" concept to teach the importance of hitting your target and 
they have a visual to throw to. 
 
--//-- 
 

From Brenda… 

T-Ball 

#1 
This is one of my soccer drills which transitions to T-ball.  
Fielding: Line all players up in a straight, single file line in front of you so that the 
1st player in line is all you see. Tell them left is Rabbit and right is fox. When coach yells 
"rabbit" all players must shuffle or run quickly to the left. Repeat the same for the right 
side. Now start mixing it up, point one way but call out the animal for the opposite side 
and see how many kids you can stump. Then begin ellimination for those caught going to 
the wrong side. Last one standing is the winner.This drill developes very quick feet and 
reflexes for fielding 
#2 
 
We direct our 5 year old T-ballers hits with a simple idea. To ensure a well placed hit, we 
tell the kids that if the play is on 1st base move the right foot 1/2 step towards 1st base as 
this stance will promote a hit to left field. If the play is on 3rd, move the right foot 1/2 
step backwards towards 3rd base which promotes a hit to right field. Even 5 year olds can 
remember to move the foot towards the base where the play is. Usually the opposing 
team is calling out the play, which helps our hitters figure this out on their own. We call it 
"one step forward, one step back, hit the ball into the gap". 
 
--//-- 
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From Glenn.. 

 

T-Ball 

 
T ball drill.  Big downer of a live hitting drill is where everyone is standing around.  Split 
up in groups of 4.  One group at home plate.  One group at 1st or general area. One group 
at third base or general area. And the final group out in center field.  All using wiffle balls 
or one that doesn't fly far.  This way everyone is getting swings.  But the only way to get 
this done is with parent help.  Use this drill to fill 15 to 20 minutes of time. 
  
--//-- 
 
From Ty… 

 
Maybe you’ve already seen this. Throwing accuracy drill,  Line all the kids up on the 
pitching mound, put a tee with a ball on it on home plate. Give the kids 3 or 4 chances 
(depending on amount of kids) to hit the ball off the tee with another ball. Even if they hit 
the ball holder on the tee or the tee stand, it shows accuracy and should be 
rewarded. Kids standing in line should watch and pay attention.  Kids that don’t pay 
attention will lose one of there chances to hit the ball.  Give a prize next practice @ water 
break for those kids that hit the ball off the tee.  Like a Gatorade or a new baseball or 
anything you desire. A note pad is handy for keeping track of those kids that lose turns 
and who hit the ball off the tee.  Younger player move up closer to home plate if needed. 
Kids love to win things. 
 
--//-- 
 
From Shaun… 

 
quick throw drill. 
have the team split in 2 groups A& B one group fielding(A)one group batting(B)from a 
"tee". 
The fielders(A) must field in regulation fielding positions. The batting team(B) can hit 
the ball anywhere they like as long as it stays inside the playing field. The fielding 
team(A) must get the ball and make as many throws to other players as they can befor the 
batter can run and touch all bases. You award the fielding team(A) with the same number 
of points as throws made befor the runner touchs all bases repeat this for all on the 
batting team(B). Then have the teams change positions(team A bats and team B fields) 
and see if the team(A) can stop the team (B) from scoring as many points as they did. 
losing team packs up at the end of training. Just one thing the person recieving the throw 
can not throw it back to the person who threw them the ball if they do no point is 
awarded. 
 
--//-- 
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From David… 

 
I'm sure that you have heard a number of pointers on how to help players catch fast 
moving grounders. Here is my favorite. As you know, most grounders hop up and down 
from the ground back up into the air. Have your players count the hops. The results are 
amazing! 
 
--//-- 
 
From Tom… 

 

Here is the tip I use to make the warm up “take a lap” interesting and get a little extra out 
of it. 

After stretching, I start all our players lined up, oldest to youngest at home plate they run 
through first base one at a time and head down the line to a coach standing in the outfield 
on the right field line. Each player runs toward center field and a coach throws a ball so 
the player has to make an over the shoulder catch. The player continues to run to center 
field where they stop and throw the ball to a coach set up as the cut off man. The player 
continues to the left field foul line while a coach tosses a ball to them as they run in on it. 
After the catch the player continues to third where they toss there glove and ball on the 
ground and run towards home and make a leg first slide into home. 

 
--//-- 
 
From Jim… 

 
Here is my tip. 
 
I call it inside/ outside. Kids love it as a fast paced drill and coaches use it to understand 
and evaluate talent. 
 
_ Split your group in two, line half at shortstop and half at left center field. 
 
First, hit a grounder to the shortstop, he fires it home. Next, hit a fly to the left fielder 
who fires to the cutoff/shortstop who fires it home. 
 
Then they run to the opposite line and you drill the next in line. 
 
--//-- 
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